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About This Content

The soundtrack to the indie action-adventure, Axiom Verge.
Best experienced with open-back headphones.
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axiom verge original soundtrack

This is some really good music.. Now that a FLAC option has been added I can 100% recommend this amazing soundtrack.. Get
the soundtrack, it's worth it. Been listening to cheesy 8-bit anthems on public transport and it feels great.. Great soundtrack. I
bought this after completing the game to have as background music in other games. It really elicits a certain tone that gets me
energized.. Great soundtrack. I bought this after completing the game to have as background music in other games. It really

elicits a certain tone that gets me energized.. Soundtrack is superb.. Get the soundtrack, it's worth it. Been listening to cheesy
8-bit anthems on public transport and it feels great.. Now that a FLAC option has been added I can 100% recommend this

amazing soundtrack.. Eerie yet energetic, these epic chiptune style tracks really suck you into the game's dangerous electronic
world. Like the game itself, some elements are inspired by the classic Metroid titles, but without feeling too derivative. Once

installed, this "DLC" shows up in the game's install directory in a folder labeled "Soundtrack". The tracks are 320kbps VRB and
are properly tagged and filenamed. You can also purchase the soundtrack on on the game's Bandcamp page if you prefer. That

option will also give you access to a .flac version of the soundtrack. Probably harder to find that version on sale, though.
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